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The American Film Rating System Motion Picture Association (MPA) film rating system is used to classify the relevance of a film to specific viewers based on its content in the United States and its territories. The MPP classification system is a voluntary scheme which is not enforced by law. Films can be exhibited without
ratings, although some theaters refuse to display uncategorized or NC-17 rating films. Non members of MPP can also collect movies for ratings. [1] Other media, such as television programs, music and video games, are classified by other organizations such as TV Parent Instructions, REAA and Israb, accordingly.
Introduced in 1968, [2] MPA ranking system is one of the different motion picture rating systems used to help parents decide which are appropriate for their children. It is managed by the &amp; Classification Administration (KARA), an independent division of mpa. [3] Redirects ratings TO-13. For other uses, see PEG 13
(Disamsion). The ratings of the Mapa a movie are as follows: [4] The rating symbol means g-general audience enter all age. Nothing that will insult parents to see by children. THE GP – Some materials proposed to guide parents may not be suitable for children. Parents urged parents to give guidance. Perhaps some
physical parents may not like them for young children. THE GP-13 – Parents are strongly warned some material may be inappropriate for children under 13. Parents are urged to be careful. Some content may already be inappropriate for young people. R-17 is required with restricted parents or adult guardians. Contains
some adult content. Parents are urged to learn more about the film before taking their young children with them. NC-17 – Adults only no 1 17 and under insert. Clearly adult. Young children will not be admitted to watch the movie. In 2013, the mappa rating sire were new designs, with the rating names shown on a left
panel and above. A large panel on the right provides a more detailed explanation of the film's content and is placed on the horizontal bar at the bottom of the rating of the classification level. [5] The rating of the content Descrates film is often with a brief explanation of the details behind the film's content and why it has
received a specific rating. They are shown in trailers, posters, and back of home video releases. The film rating material is used exclusively for descrapterus for films from THE PC-17. They are not used for G-reted films because the content in them is suitable for all viewers even if contains light objectionable content. [6]
Other labels If one film has not been submitted for rating or has an uncut version of the film that was presented, then label rating (NR) or non-categorization (UR) Used. Uncut/the vast versions of films that are labeling Also contains warnings that the uncut version of this film contains different content from the release of
theatre and may not be suitable for children. If a film hasn't been given the final rating yet, the label of this film is not yet used in trailers and television ads. The promotional content regulation sympa is also used to promote a film rate film trailers, print ads, posters and other media. [7] Theater trailers have more than one
problem in this section. Help improve it or discuss these issues on the conversation page. This section (how to remove and learn the messages of these templates) needs additional examples for verification. Help improve this article by adding examples of reliable sources. Unrelated content can be challenged and
removed. Search sources: Motion Picture Association Film Rating System - News · Newspaper Books Scholar JSTOR (January 2019) (Learn how to delete this template message) this section needs to be updated. Update this article to reflect recent events or new available information. (February 2019) If information
about this section about the mandatory green card was picked up is missing trailers hosted online. Expand section to include this information. More details are available on this conversation page. (February 2019) For an example of a red band trailer card (how to remove this template message and learn how), forget the
2008 movie in this case Sarah Marshall Mapa mandatethat theater trailers are no longer compared to two minutes and thirty seconds. [Reference required] Every major studio [defined need] this rule has been given a discount for every year. [Reference required] Internet or home-video trailers are no time constraint. The
rating card appears at the head of trailers in the USA which shows how the trailer follows the standard of the mapaya. [Reference required] Green Band: When the trailer features another rating as well as words on green title card states, as of May 2013, the following preview is approved with this feature. Hosted on the
Internet for trailers, the words have been tweeted for the following preview approved for the appropriate viewers. [7] By April 2009, these cards indicated that they were approved for all viewers and often included the film's mapaya rating. It is the valana that the trailer follows the criteria for animated image ads described
by Mapa, which includes angry language and limits to violence, sex, or otherwise objectionable scene. In April 2009, Mappa asked to allow the language of the green band to be approved for a trailer for the appropriate audience, meaning that the content would be appropriate for the audience in the theater, based on the
content of the film they came to see. In May 2013, Mapa changed the approval of the trailer With this feature for the appropriate audience, but only when with a feature film; not with a feature film for the band, the text of the band remained the same. The font and style of text on the graphic band (green and red) was also
changed when the green band was revised in 2013. [Reference required] Yellow Band: Yellow title card, introduced around 2007, [when ?] exists only to identify trailers with a limited content that are hosted on the Internet, with the words's knowledge the following preview has been approved only for age-appropriate
Internet users. Mapa explains age-appropriate Internet users sites as either often either accessible only by adults or only 9:00 pm and 4:00 m (i.e., 04:00 through local time 21:00). The yellow card is specified for the trailers preview edited by the movies at 13 or stronger. [8] Although official, this process appears to have
never been done on a large scale. However, yellow band trailers are sometimes born, a remarkable example being the trailer for The Halloween of The Bob Zombie (2007). [8] Red Band: A red title card does not follow the instructions of the mapaya which is issued for trailers. This indicates that the trailer is only limited or

approved for adult viewers, and when it happens with another feature, the words states the following limited preview is approved with only this feature. Trailers for host on the Internet, the words are tasked the following limited preview has been approved for the appropriate viewers. [7] The red title card is specified for
trailers previewr R and NC-17 rating films: these trailers can include nudity, scorn, or other content conceived inappropriate for children. [9] These trailers can only be displayed before R-rating, NC-17-reted, or non-categorized films [reference required] (only movies that are released in theater ranking R and not in theater
[need explanation] rating S.G-13). Trailers are required to transfer an age verification test to viewers by taking a red title card hosted on the Internet, which includes users of 17 and older to meet public records on their names, birthdays, and zip codes on file. [8] However, many YouTube channels that are present for the
sandiact film and television trailers often do not check it, and release these trailers without any restriction, some criticism from such common lying media groups. [10] The history change of His Code Jack Wawanta, who became president of the U.S. Movement Picture Association in May 1966, conceived the Motion
Picture Production Code— since 1930 and strictly since July 1, 1934— the angry smell of censorship as history and beering. Filmmakers were pushing the code limits with as far as filing laws against the his code by the First Amendment excuse, and As virginia is afraid of Wolf is cited for example? Which contains
expression scroo-and-host edit. And Blovep, who was denied the code approval because of nudity, was released through a subordinate institution as a result of the Mpa iPad studio. He revised the code to include SIM (recommended for adult viewers) as a stupapop measure. To adjust the extraordinary power of creators
to make their films, and to avoid the potential interference of the government in the film field, they can be applicable after a film is completed in which a set of advisory ratings are developed. November 1, 1968, the voluntary mapa movie rating system took effect, [2] with three organizations serving as its monitoring and
guidance groups: Mapa, the National Association of Theater Owners (NATO), and International Film Import &amp; Distribution of America (Apeda). [11] Only films that are loyal to america were followed by its history. [12] Walter Reced was the only one of the 75 top American exhibits who refused to use the ranking. [12]
The Warner Bros.-Seven Arts' was the first film to get girl X ratings on a motorcycle and was distributed by her subordinate institution, The Kalaraada pictures. [13] Two other films were once categorized by X-Mapa published their first weekly bulletin listing ratings, with a stranger and global birds in Peru in significant sin.
Both were sent out by subordinates. The ratings used from [14] were from 1968 to 1970: [15] [16] Rating G: Recommended for general viewers. Rating M: Recommended for adult viewers-advised parents. Rating R: Not included under limited-16 individuals, unless with parent or adult guardian. Rating X: 16 people under
not entered. This content rating system was originally three ratings, with the intention of permitting parents to take their children to any film. However, the National Association of Theater Owners stressed the creation of only categories of adults, fearing possible legal problems in the local domain. X rating was not a mapa
trademark and will not get the mapa seal; no producer can collect a movie for the mapa rating X rating (or any other symbol or explanation that was not a mappa trademark) itself apply. [11] from THE GA in 1970, the age for 2, R and X was raised from 16 to 17. [17] Also, due to confusion over it M rated films were
suitable for children, [17] MGPs (suggested for general audience, parental guidance), [18] [19] and 1 In 971, Mapa added content consultantsome materials not generally appropriate for young people in the first [20] February 11, 1972, [21] GP was revised. [17] Ratings used from 1970 to 1972: G Rate: Enter all agegeneral viewers. Rating SP: All age-in-the-age in-parent guidance proposed. [Sometimes a disclaimer will say this Contains content that may not be pre-suitable for youth ] Rating R: Limited-under-17 is required with parents or adult guardians. Rating X: None 17 Recognized. Used from 1972 to 1984: [22] Rating G:
General Audience-All-Age Insert. Rating S.P.G. : Parental Guidance Suggested – Some content may not be suitable for youth before. Rating R: Limited-17 is required with parents or adult guardians. Rating X: None 17 Recognized. In addition to the RATING Of THE EARLY 1980s, the COMPLAINTS ABOUT VIOLENCE
and the like indiana jones and the temple of Torment and Gremalans, both of which received THE PEG rating, focused on the films seen by young children and pre-kishore. According to author Fallap Antonas, it has shown the spread of a film that cannot be recommended for all children but also not for all children, to
speculate that the scope of the ranking system, especially in its PP rating, can no longer agree about the highest number of parents in the Us [24] Stephen Spielberg The temple of Gremalans and director of executive producer, suggested a new intermediate rating between THE GP and R. [25] THE 13TH OF THE GP
was introduced in the rating July 1, 1984, with counseling alerting parents to provide specific guidance for the appearance of children firmly 13-some materials may be inappropriate for young children. The first film to be released with this rating was the 1984 John Malyus war film Red Don. [26] In 1985, the words were
simplified to warn parents strongly-some material suitable for children under 13. [27] At the same time, Mpaa has also taken effect from this year's fall that was achieved by a settlement with a trademark violation against the spit and distribution of Ma'pa a rating movies on a fraudulent request of movies, [28] and its
member studios and several other houses that captured the video distributors that it has. As well as the ratings used from [29] were from 1984 to 1990: Rating G: General Audience-Acknowledging All Age. Rating S.P.G. : Parental Guidance Suggested – Some content may not be suitable for children. The pizza has been
given TO THE GP 13: Parents warned loudly-some content may be inappropriate for children under 13. Rating R: Limited-17 is required with parents or adult guardians. Rating X: None 17 Recognized. In 1989 the law of the accompaniment, THE CAA State Law, set the minimum age to watch the R-rated film exhibited
by The Teitraxal without adult on 18, and offer children films classified as a masademyan and for admission of XPC. The law was in force until 2013, when it was in power for violating the First Amendment. In 2013, the law was amended to forbar individuals. The age of years was only if the film children were considered
harmful. 30 [31] Is the place by X-17 in the early years of the ranking system, X-classed films such as Midnight's Herds (1969) and a Kalacooric Orange (1971) were considered suitable for children, but were inneed for non-pornographic and general public. However, pornography often self-applicable non-trademark X
ratings, and it soon became synonymous with pornography in American culture. [32] In late 1989 and early 1990, two critically praised art films were released strong adult content, Henry: a serial killer and cooking, thief, his wife &amp; his lover's picture. Neither was the film approved for the mappa rating, thus limiting
their commercial distribution, and criticizing the lack of a designation rating system for such films. [33] [34] In September 1990, Mapa introduced the CN-17 (no children under 17) ranking. [35] Henry &amp; June-was first assigned to the X rating-instead was the first film to get nc-17 ratings. [35] [36] There were more
mainstream distribution opportunities than movies with an NC-17 rating- X-class movies, many theaters refused their screens, most entertainment media did not accept ads for them, and many big video shops refused to stock them. [37] The ratings used from 1990 to 1996 were: Rating G: General Audience-All-Age In..
Rating S.P.G. : Parental Guidance Suggested – Some content may not be suitable for children. The pizza has been given TO THE GP 13: Parents warned loudly-some content may be inappropriate for children under 13. Rating R: Limited-17 is required with parents or adult guardians. No children under The Reted N17:17. In 1996, [38] NC-17 films were raised to 18 for the minimum age, no 1 17 and not under. [39] Ratings used since 1996 are: [4] Rating G: General Audience-ALL AGE-CLASSIFIED SP: Parental Guidance Suggested- Some content may not be suitable for children. The pizza has been given TO THE GP 13: Parents
warned loudly-some content may be inappropriate for children under 13. Rating R: Limited-17 is required with parents or adult guardians. Rating NC-17: Adults-Only-No 1 17 and under. Since September 1990, Mapa has briefly explained why each film has got the rating of R, which allows parents to figure out what kind of
content is present in the film. For example, some films may explain strong brutal violence, broad language, some strong sexual content, and drug content. In 2000, Mapa started applying rating descriptions for THE PGs, THE PEG-13, and NC-17 films. [40] [41] Classified components are allowed under all classifications
of violence but must be moderate for those with less. Violence must be placed in g-rated films and should not be severe. Films. Under the text, severe violence is allowed, but violence that is presented realistically and highly or consistently will usually need an R rating. [3] Language language pieces are allowed in G-reted
movies beyond polite conversation, but there are no strong words. The scorn may exist in THE PEG-related movies, and using one of the harshest sexually-obtaining words as a hash will initially be at least a PEG-13 rating. More than one incident would usually use such a hash in a sexual context as a rating of R.
Nevertheless, the ratingboard can still get the privilege of a PEG-13 rating approved by a two-thirds majority if they think the language is valid by context or the way words are used. [3] There are several unusual cases, including multiple instances of word in 13-rated PG 13-rated films: adventures in nurses, where the
word is used twice in one scene; [42] The Hop Hop Project, which uses seventeen; Gunchi Mahal, a documentary film of soldiers in the Second Gulf War, in which the word is used with two used sex of 42 Happens. 43 [44] Both the threat, the 2011 documentary about bullying, and which are two instances of Scripturereleased in 2013, was originally given the Language-based R rating but the ranking was dropped to THE BG-13 after successful appeal. [45] [46] IN AMERICAN films, THE 13 young characters OF THE PGand THE 13 YOUNG CHARACTERS USE MORE AND STRONGER scorn than adult characters in the same films.
However, the total amount of such language has been rejected to some extent since 1980. [47] Substances also see: The location of the product is limited to the placement of § The content of the use of the drug is LIMITED to THE GP-13 and above. [3] An example of an otherwise PMA film is a DRUG REFERENCE
(along with the unsustainable, short language) being a PEG-13 rating for the whale raider. The film contains only mild scorn, but the scene was given the status of THE PEG-13 where drug parpulars were briefly visible. Critic Roger Eibrit criticized Mapa for ranking and called him a wild intervention. [48] In May 2007,
Mupa announced that the smoking text would be considered as a film rating. [49] [50] Anti-smoking advocacy has said that the child-friendly PEG rating was inappropriate for the 2011 Nickelopen-animated film Rango, which contains more than 60 passages from the characters. [51] Pornography is restricted to THE PG
and above, and anything that needs more than short nudity will demand at least one PEG-13 rating. Porn that is sexually based will usually need a Rating of R. [3] As of 2010, Mpaa said that the material includes a descrepator of male nudity to the speciality. [52] There is no clear criteria for sexual content except sex
scenes from sexually-maaag-reted films. [3] The effects of the classification before the release of the factor At the end of 1973, then-President Aaron of The Kaara said that since the main film, it was reported that it would then be categorized as R and could be released without any reduction. [53] The film has huge
crowds on its release, many of which have vomited and/or fainted; [54] a psychological journal later inspired by the film to document four cases of cinema nervousasis. [55] Most of them were children, not always with adults. It was acceptable to many observers to see children as a 12-year-old girl masturbating with an
idnasas that found a movie with disturbing scenes as the ratingboard. A Washington, DC, critic praised the film, saying that the advice was not to take parents to their children, and recalled the children who had made the exhibition except sow and later. Their eyes had never seen a look before. In Washington, authorities
prevented any child from seeing a municipal ordinance to stop the film from being arrested if they had done, threatening theater owners. [56] meenamanavated am that the pressure from the brothers who feared the board was Sockambad, who had $10,000,000, twice as much as its original budget, making the film. The
commercial prospects of an X rating factor will be seriously limited. New York Erased Pauline Kael criticized him. He wrote that if the aamal paid more than one million or was made abroad. It will almost certainly be an X movie. But when a movie is as expensive as this, [the board] don't dare give it an X. [53] In 1974,
Richard Heiner took over as the board president. During his interview process, he told the screen of the recent films that had been created in the general ranking controversies. Could anything be worse than that? He recalled thinking later. And got this one R? After he's passing as head, he'd be spiright trying to be more
aggressive with X ratings, especially more than violence in movies. In 1976, it classified an X for its graphic violence to give the board Japan's Martial Arts film, which was the first time a film had achieved its ranking for complete violence. (53] CN-17 rating setrade diuuu-17 rating is described as a kiss of death for any film
it achieves. [57] Like x rating sits in its place, nc-17 is limited to the range of possibilities of a movie, screening in theaters and selling in important video outlets. [37] In 1995, United Artists released the big budget film show Girls (1995). It became the most widely distributed film with an NC-17 rating (shown in 1,388
cinema), but it was a financial failure that could be just 45% of its $45,000,000 budget. (58) Some minor achievements can be found between CN17 theatre releases. Fox Satellite Photos Original Released American edition dreamers of European film (2003) at theaters in the United States, and later released the cut Rrating version on both the original NC-17 and DVDS. A Fox Planetary spokesperson said that the N-17 rating sat in a way that had not hurt him too much in his release of the film (he had no problem booking it, and only Salt Lake City newspaper Desrate News refused to take the movie's ad), and the Fox Planetalogist
was satisfied with the us box office result of the film. [59] Another remarkable concession is bad education (2004), a NC-17 foreign language film that could be $5,200,000 in the United States (60] a moderate success for a foreign language film [61]). In 2000, the U.S. director classified nc-17 as a minimum failure to guild
as filmmakers, instead of accepting an NC-17 rating, due to reediting movies to get the Ranking of R. He argued that it was not only filmmakers' dreams but also increasing the possibility that adult-based films are seen by groups for which they do not intend. [62] As of March 2007, according to various types, Mappa
Chairman Dan Gallakman was informed of efforts to introduce a new rating, or find ways to reduce the stigma of n-17 ratings. Film studios have pressured Mapa to retire the NC-17 ranking suo-o're due to its impact on the revenue of his film box office. [63] [64] The film Blue Wellantine (2010) is a NC-17 rating (Karbala
company has challenged this decision) during the controversy during the Mapa decision, and Mapa a He has abolished the rating of an R on the Kit Awarding Appeal) Actor Ryan Batkha, who stars in the film, it is stated that N-17 films are not allowed to have wide advertising and like that major To show the denial of
cinema chains to CN-17 reted films, many such films will never be accessible to people who live in markets that are not art house theatres. [65] Legal scaler Joly Mappa wrote that the masterpiece is the discount that it has made for movies that usually earn a NC-17 rating, if not for the widespread artistic masterpiece that
is shown as a part of its message that needs violence. He saved private Ryan, for example, with this bloody swell of arriving D-Day. This exception is disturbing, because it is the context and perspective to review other films and the evidence on sa movies in traditional movies that participate in new and more interesting
points to publicly talk about violence. [66] Release 2004, Introduced The Gicc Theatre R Card (after being absorbed in the AMAC Theatre), whose parents can get under 17 for their children, to view R-categorized films without adult accompaniment. Cards create many controversies; Mappa President Jack Wawanta said
in a news article: I think it's The Berm and Ruptoras' intentions for this voluntary film System. Not all R-reted films are the same. [67] John Fathian, president of the National Association of Theater Owners, said that the card could also be harmful. He described in a news article for R rating sized for fairly wide relatively
family friendly rentals such as Billy Elite and Erin Brookkhowch (who both language serating R) as well as that push the extremes of violence, pulp function and murder bills. [68] The emphasis on sexual and language criticism against violence are very much a level-critical in the film rating system. The film critic roger
aibrite is said to have cn 17 rating seonwith separate ratings for porn and non-pornography adult film. [69] Aibrit said the system emphasizes sex too much, while a large amount of violent violence is allowed to be photographed. The unusual emphasis on sexual connection against violence is made by other critics,
including David Man, as well as many filmmakers. In addition, Aibrit said that the rating system has been developed to look at minor aspects of the film (like time used a very word) rather than on the general topic of the film (for example, if the film is actually shown the results of sexual and violence). He called for a
(adults-only) rating, violence or adult content to indicate movies high in which youth should not be marketing, but do not have NC-17 levels of sex. He also asked for the cn17 rating to be removing and restoring the X rating. He felt that everyone understood what x rating meant, while less people understood what NC-17
meant. [70] [71] [72] Mapa chairman Dan Glokman has disputed these claims, saying that yet more films are already CN-1 for violence than sex 7 are classified, but they are later modified by studios to get an R rating [73] Yet, one of the initial tasks of the rating system is an internal critic The film is critic and author
Stephen Farber, who was a work-in-turn for six months during 1969 and 1970. In the film rating game, [74] he documents a bias against sex in connection with violence. The film is not even classified yet that they get an N-17 rating for sex four times as they used to torture according to Ma'pa's own website, especially in
terms of sexual scenes, that mentions prejudice against gay content. Filmmaker Dain Stean further insists that his equipped teenage comedy G.B.F., which sowed more than one same sex but had no intercourse, strong language, violence, or nudity, rating R for gays. [75] The 2011 documentary Scorn has received a
rating of R within the film that prevented the maximum required audience, middle and top schools from watching the film. Lee Hrush, director of the film, has refused to describe the film, I think As a filmmaker, as the person responsible for telling (these children)stories, don't water them. A version with more than a request
plus 200,000 movie ratings was signed [76] and a version with less scorn was finally given a PEG-13 rating. However, the 1995 teenage drama could not be said of children, who are wanted by director Leary Clark, so parents can take their children for educational purposes, but Mapa adhering to it-17 appealed to young
people to have sex and Clark because of its content. The film was again uncategorized by Marman (under the Glitter Kalabor films because Marman, already owned by Disney, hesitated to release as a NC-17 movie). Strict standards for independent studios have many critics of the ma'a system, especially the
independent division, that major studios' releases often get more tolerant treatment than independent films. The free film Sunnahs and Soldiers, which contains no porn, is almost no sex (although, there is a scene in which german soldiers are about to rape a French woman), very little scorn, and a small number of
violence, said to have been R for the same clip where a major character is shot and killed, and included in the same scene Needs to be [77][78] Eric Watson, independently distributed producer, NC-17-a-dream to be classified as Sanpa that the studio is paying the budget of Mappa, which gives studios leverage on The
Mappa's decision. [79] Comedy horror film, time released by length films, in a division of Walt Disney Company, was classified but classified, including images of strong raw sex comedy, language, drug use and violence, eunza and a standing muscle, to the surprise of many observers and viewers; by competition
Orghazu Mo, a free release from the creators of The South Park, Matt Stone and Tre Parker, received explicit sexual content and dialogue and an NC-17 (the only on-screen erection seen in the film is a dido). As Parker and Stone did not have time to modify money and film, he maintained his CN-17 rating. On the
contrary, parker and stone's second feature film, South Park: Big, Long &amp; Uncut, was distributed by a major studio (great photos) and, after more than one plus and notes from Mapa, received a Rating of R. [79] Call quality for publication sedate the system critics, both conservative and liberal, want to see the sun
and quality of the ma'a rating made public. Mapa has consistently cited scientific elections across the country (held every year by the Research Corporation of Investigation of The Princeton, New Jersey), which shows that parents get useful ratings. Critics as Matt Stone in The Documentary By Krbi Dick This film is not
yet the answer to the ratings it proves parents find a more useful rating Absolutely nothing. In the film, it is also negotiated how Ma'paa will not reveal any information about how or some decisions are made, and the association will not even reveal to the filmmaker who needs to be cut to get an alternative rating. 80
ratings have been alleged though there is always concern about the content of films, [81] have been detected, in recent years, a rating deficiency has been alleged to have made films more objectionable than those who fell in today's ranking category. Consists of a study agreement signed two decades ago by the
Harvard School of Public 2004 Health, which concluded that a significant increase in the level of scorn, sexual and violence was released between 1992 and 2003. [83] Kimberle Thompson, director of the study, stated that: The results have been over the past decade that the ratings demonstrate the mass and today's
movies significantly contain more violence that, gender, and scorn on average the same rating a decade ago. [83] Slashfilm.com managing editor David Chan wrote on the website: It's time for more people to condemn the ma'aand and their provocative herds. We are going to have an age when we don't need an
organization like Mother who can make our delicate feelings and not be exposed. I hope that this is very high in the way of the mappa. [84] Chicago Trebon film critic Michael Phillips wrote that the Mapa ranking board has become foolish and unrelated, and its members do not have my interests at heart, or you. It comes
to nudity and language so they are still very easy on violence. [85] View United States Portal Film Portal LIST of THE MOST OVERALL R-RATED FILMS OF THE NCA-17 Ranking Films Common Sans Media Entertainment Software Rating Board Film Advisory Board Green Sheet (Dbbing) Parent Advisory Pink Permit
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